
SPOT GT TRADING
SOFTWARE
With SPOT GT, owning your own trading company is possible.

Automated trading and administration software
for clients with BINANCE accounts.



Our technology department has developed a trading software
that allows you to manage unlimited clients with Binance
accounts.

Concept: "The client is in control of his trading capital".

The software allows connecting clients with Binance accounts
via API with "Enable Spot & Margin trading" permissions for
SPOT trading.

The application buys at market and places limit sell orders
within the customer's Binance accounts with percentage of
profit sought. Two versions included, BTC-based clients and
USDT-based clients.

CONCEPT



SPOT GT TRADING SOFTWARE
FEATURES
Login access:

Access with username, password,
OTP and Google Authenticator
second factor.

Customer List Panel: 

1. Create customer profile and
connect Apis Binance.
2. Edit profile.
3. Create test customers.
4. Configurable notification
system.

Pair configuration: 

Define capital per pair.
Set entry price.
Set limit order percentage.
Set Stop Loss.
Configure scaled orders with
percentage of capital.
The software contains parallel order
placement system to avoid price
slippage.

1. Add BTC and/or USDT base
currency pairs.

2. Configure Spot orders (buy at
market and sell at limit).

Open Orders: 

Profit/ loss evolution.
Close orders to market.
Edit orders to modify limit order
percentage.

1.Display of cooked orders.

2. Total, clients' capital in BTC
and/or USDT.

3. Total, traded volume.



MORE 
FEATURES OF THE
TRADING SPOT GT
SOFTWARE
Trade history:

Date.
Start ID End ID.
Order type.
Pair.
Initial volume.
Final volume.
Gross Profit.

Display of completed orders.

Spreadsheet:
All pairs enabled in BTC and USDT with the evolution of virtually placed
orders that can be activated at the beginning of each week.

This tool allows you to see the pairs with the best potential for trading
by marking support and resistance accompanied by volume x pair.

Combining this information with the appropriate market analysis
allows you to make trading decisions by setting the correct entries in
each pair.

It also allows you to estimate the percentages sought for each
operation.

Control panel: 
Binance Spot Commission.
Minimum investment.
Test period.
Referral fee.
Broker commission.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Security: 
Encrypted Apis.
Access with username,
password, OTP.
Second factor Google
Authenticator.

1.
2.

3.



SERVICES INCLUDED
WITH THE SOFTWARE
1.
Installation and setup of the software on
dedicated server or VPS provided by the client.

2.
Training on how to use the software.



ADDITIONAL SERVICES
TO BE QUOTED
1.
Possibility of integration with native app or web
app. Additional to quote.

2.
Referral program configuration. Additional to
quote.

3.
Gtrader can complement this function with market
analysis of the pairs enabled for trading, providing
low and high support and low and high resistance
plus trend and movement. This service has a
monthly cost depending on the number of pairs.

4.
Commission collection management system for
clients, integration with all currencies (BTA, USDT
TRC20, LTC. ETH etc).



PRICE AND PAYMENT
CONDITIONS
Price:
65.000 USDT

Payment method:
45.000 USDT on signing the contract, balance
on delivery.

Installation period:
15 days approximately, after the provision of
the Dedicated Server or VPS with the
architecture according to technical details.
After review of clients on the waiting list.



Cordially,

Gtrader.me Team
Dept. of Technology

www.gtrader.me

info@gtrader.me

If this product is of interest to you, please do
not hesitate to contact us. We offer video call
if required.

+54 9 3544 61-7459

@Gtradergustavo

https://www.facebook.com/app.gtrader/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCYUNxAx0ulVjGLy6c80-AtQ
https://www.instagram.com/gtrader.app/
https://t.me/ComunidadGtrader
http://www.gtrader.me/
mailto:info@gtrader.me
tel:+549354461-7459
https://t.me/Gtradergustavo

